
9.  Abstract Pouring. A lessons in color and lost and found edges. 

Materials:

Small cups to mix the fresh paint

Pipettes

Powdered metallic watercolor paint in Silver

140# paper

Sprayer

Salt

Silver metallic watercolor paint

YES Paste

Stencil

Mr. Clean Magic Eraser

Collage or colorful napkins

Any fresh watercolor (good way to use up those miscellaneous tubes you have stored 
somewhere)

Board to place paper on so you can control the color blending.


Pouring liquid color is a very popular approach to painting in 
watercolor.  The artwork is almost exclusively realism and is  
accomplished with the use of extensive drawing, extensive masking 
and the use of primary colors on wet paper.  My approach is about 
total abstraction, any color and controlling your lost and found edges 
starting on dry paper.

Color is the most expressive element of art and can move a painting 
from a mere depiction of fact to one that expresses emotions.  The 
more color you use, the more energy you transmit.  Transparent 
watercolor gives us brilliant, luminous color because the light reflects 
off the paper.    Choose color that you react to emotionally and just 
take risks and let the color tell your story.  Dream up ways to create 
interesting textures like using collage papers, salt, credit card lines or 
lines created by the pipette and more..


Each color has various qualities that add a unique look.  Some are granulating, staining or non-
staining, transparent or opaque.


Some colors like dye-based colors simply take off and float around.  Other color, like mineral 
based or clay based colors,  simply sink.  This causes some colors to blend and others to 
separate.  


You are the conductor, pour the colors, add more color, lift the color, tip the color, add collage 
papers, this is a time to really take risks and play.


The use of complementary color provides the greatest contrast because they share no 
common color.  When you mix complements, you get the greatest contras, as well as neutrals.


Lost and found edges is another magical way to give your painting variety.  You need to build 
in mysterious and undilineated edges that will make your painting unique.


Process:

1.  Design in shapes using only slightly tinted water.  Splash these shapes freely on the dry 
paper and use a pipette to apply the colors one at a time.     Start with your lightest color and 



slightly tip. Watch the color move on the wet surface.  With your pipette, add in the next 
deepest color and continue tipping.  Add more color with color from your palette or more 
mixed color.  Now control the edges by spraying, touching, lifting, moving color with your 
fingernail, etc.  Add salt and color sanding if desired for soft transitional areas.


2.  When dry, add darks, soften edges, lift color using a damp Mr. Clean eraser with a stencil, 
add collage paper, etc.  


1. Bonus lesson:  filmed “live” in June 2018 (guess)

2. Bonus lesson:  Filmed in front of a live audience August 22, 2018. 

3. Bonus lesson:  Filmed in front of a live audience August 2018














This bonus lesson was filmed before a live audience in August of 2018. I began by designing 
the abstract shapes with water and then I chose colors that granulated.  I decided to finish the 
painting with a Venician or Parian theme.  Yet to be finished. 










This lesson was filmed before a live audience in August of 
2018.  The colors were chosen because they granulated.  Yet 
to be finished.



